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In civil engineering very important ground movements are made. To dig the ground is a first 
step before bridges, roads and other constructions with social interest are build. This makes us 
realize the relevance of the study of the wear process. 
 
The primary motivation behind these research efforts is the optimisation of rock cutting tools, in 
their geometry and material, as well as to predict the amount of time that takes for a cutting 
tool to loose a quantity of material during an excavation. 
 
The document presents a numerical model of rocks and soils using spherical Discrete Elements, 
also called Distinct Elements. The main physic phenomena considered is the interaction 
between the tool and the ground. 
 
The discrete element method is a numerical technique which models solids as a collection of 
particles in shapes such as discs, spheres, polygons, etc. Particles can deform and displace 
independently from one another and interact through contacts or interfaces between them. 
Unlike the traditional numerical methods based on continuum theories (finite element or finite 
difference methods) which are limited in dealing with the two failure modes at the same time, 
discrete element method has the obvious advantage of modelling damage and brittle fracture 
simultaneously, which occur as a generic consequence of particle separation and sliding at a 
micro-scale. 
 
In general, the discrete element method specifies properties for both particles and the contacts 
between them at a micro-scale (for example: contact stiffness, bond strengths, friction 
coefficient, etc). Meanwhile, at the macro-scale, a material is described by its elastic constants, 
strengths, etc. Since there is no complete theory to predict the macro-scale material properties 
from the micro-scale or vice-versa, establishing the relationship between material properties at 
the micro and macro-scale then becomes a prerequisite for any applications of the discrete 
element method to model any engineering problem. 
 
The main assumption of the material model is that the material can be represented as a 
collection of rigid spheres interacting among themselves. In two-dimensional models discs are 
used instead of spheres. Appropriate contact laws allow us to obtain desired macroscopic 
material properties. Material deformation is assumed to be concentrated at the contact points. 
The contact law can be seen as the formulation of the material model on the microscopic level. 
Special constitutive model of contact interface taking into account cohesion forces allows us to 
model fracture and decohesion of materials. 
 
The temperature is one of the most important factors influencing the wear process. Heat is 
generated in cutting process due to friction. Heat conduction through the tool and rock is 
analysed and temperature distribution will be obtained. The temperature decreases the steel 
hardness and increases its wear. This is considered by assuming the hardness temperature 
dependent in the equations used to evaluate the tool wear. 
 
To finalize, this study focuses on establishing scaling laws between the phenomenological 
parameters of a material and the properties of a discrete disc assembly, and on applying the 
discrete element method to analyse the wear process during the cutting of rocks. 
Demonstrating that we have a suitable tool to simulate the interaction between the cutting tool 
and the rock/soil. 
 
 


